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Yavuz Gallery is pleased to present IN THE LOOP, a solo exhibition by Thai artist Jittagarn Kaewtinkoy.
IN THE LOOP examines the cyclical nature of Thai politics, with its seemingly never-ending social
upheavals, protests and intermittent military interventions. This is Kaewtinkoy’s first solo exhibition
outside of Thailand.
Since the fall of absolute monarchy with the Siamese Revolution of 1932, Thailand has become one of
the most coup-prone countries in the world. The country has endured an astonishing number of twelve
successful military takeovers; so many that some refer to the last eight decades as “coup season”. In
between, there has been violent political strife, with the latest round in 2013-4 featuring deadly street
riots, politically tainted corruption trails and the army taking control once again after an election
derailed by protesters. Coups and protests have been the cornerstone of Thai politics, and it would
seem that the cycle continues indefinitely.
In this new series of work, Kaewtinkoy draws upon politics of Thailand’s past that continue to
reverberate, echo and loop in the present. Consisting of paintings, sculptures and installations, this
exhibition references historical events and figures such as the mysterious death of King Ananda (Rama
VIII) and the former Prime Minister (1958-1963), Field Marshall Sarit Thanarat, to examine the ideals of
progress, democracy and power and how past events and actions continue to be repeated today.
Executed in Kaewtinkoy’s signature surreal and symbolic style with bold colours and a twist of dark
humour, IN THE LOOP reveals the complexity of political reality and the never-ending cycles of
violence, exploitation and controversy in Thailand’s history.
About the Artist
Jittagarn Kaewtinkoy was born in 1979 and completed his Bachelor of Fine Art at the Rajamangala
Institute in 2001 in Bangkok, Thailand. His work deals with socio-political issues of contemporary
society, often including well-known politicians and iconic personalities in his portraits and paintings.
Since 2012, Kaewtinkoy has begun paring down the personality-centered approach in his earlier works
and moved towards symbolism. He is inspired by events that occur daily, with sources from news media:
the print, radio, television and website agencies.
For inquiries and more information, please contact Caryn Quek at caryn@yavuzgallery.com or
Tel: +65 6734 3262.
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Selected Works

Under Rights, 2015, oil on canvas, 160 x 240 cm (diptych)

Chair of Honor, 2015, oil on canvas, 150 x 150 cm
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The Control System, 2016, oil and gold leaf on canvas, 170 x 210 cm

Intervention, 2015, acrylic and oil on canvas, 190 x 143 cm
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